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Abstract The most time consuming operation in data mining applications is the computation of
frequent itemsets. Since the search space is exponential, efficient pruning is necessary. On the other
hand, data mining on large data volumes makes the coupling of mining with database systems
increasingly important. In this paper, we propose a new operator to efficiently calculate the support of
candidate itemsets within the database engine. Based on this operator, we propose a novel approach to
reduce search complexity by combining top-down with bottom up pruning in order to obtain an
algorithmic complexity that is only proportional to the volume of the maximal frequent itemsets. In
contrast to other approaches, this strategy avoids expensive database scans as well as intermediate
result materialization.

 1 Introduction
One of the central tasks in data mining is the discovery of frequent itemsets. The most popular example
in this field is association rule mining. Given a set of transactions, where each transaction refers to a set
of items, an association rule is an expression of the form X=>Y (X determines Y), where X and Y are sets
of items or itemsets. Each itemset is said to have a support s if s% of the transactions in the database
contain the itemset. The association rule is said to have confidence c if c% of the transactions that contain
X also contain Y. Data mining of association rules from databases consists of finding the set of all such
rules which meet the user-specified minimum confidence and support values. This task can be done in
two steps. The first step consists of finding frequent itemsets, i.e. itemsets that occur in the database with
certain user-specified frequency, called minimum support. Once the frequent itemsets and the corre-
sponding supports are known, association rules can easily be generated [AY97]. Apart from association
rule mining, frequent itemsets are also basic constituents of various other data mining fields as well, such
as e.g. sequential pattern mining, classification problems or discovery of correlations [HGY98].

Several solutions have been devised to the problem of computing frequent itemsets. Many alternatives
are variations of the Apriori algorithm [AM+95]. This method requires multiple passes over a database,
which e.g. in the case of voluminous data warehouses cause prohibitive overhead in terms of I/O costs
[AY97]. Furthermore, the algorithm employs a bottom-up search space exploration resulting in an
explicit examination of all frequent itemsets. Since this results in exponential complexity w.r.t. the length
of the longest itemset, the performance and applicability of the algorithm decreases for scenarios with
long patterns and high data volumes. Another important aspect is that especially for complex applica-
tions the need for integrating data mining with the capabili ties of database systems becomes imperative.
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Frequent itemsets that have no superset that is frequent are called maximal frequent itemsets (MFI). The
set of all maximal frequent itemsets, also called the maximal frequent set (MFS), implicitly defines the
set of all frequent itemsets as well. Based on this observation, we propose a novel methodology to effi-
ciently evaluate the maximal frequent set only. This strategy is based on a new database operator that
efficiently calculates the support of candidate itemsets, as well as of all prefix subsets. Dynamic pruning
combining both top-down as well as bottom-up techniques is used throughout search space exploration.
As a result, the algorithmic complexity does not depend on the length of the longest MFI and scales
roughly linearly with the MFS volume, being defined as the sum of the lengths of all MFIs. The most
striking difference to other approaches lies in the drastically reduced I/O overhead. Thus, instead of per-
forming multiple scans of the whole database, only selective disk accesses are necessary, depending on
the current search space status. As a consequence, first experimental results [NRM99] show considerable
performance improvements for the calculation of the MFS as compared to related work. 

The strategy can efficiently be embedded into the database engine, resulting in a uniform processing
scheme, without any additional intermediate result materializations or preparatory phases. In contrast to
related work, we propose a non-blocking evaluation. Thus, first results (MFIs) can be delivered fast
before the whole MFS is derived. Due to space restrictions, the complete description of the database inte-
gration as well as detailed performance evaluation can be found in [NRM99]. In this paper, we only focus
on the search algorithm and its effective pruning techniques that guide the MFS processing. Please note
that theorem proofs as well as detailed algorithms can be found in the appendix.

 2 Related work
In [PCY97] an improvement of the Apriori algorithm was proposed, that reduces the database size (and
implicitly complexity) in each pass. However, transaction trimming is an impracticable method for inte-
grating this algorithm into an operating database engine. Other approaches [BM+97, SON95] propose
methodologies to reduce the number of database scans. However, they still apply the same bottom-up
methodology as the Apriori algorithm, thus also explicitly examining all frequent itemsets. As men-
tioned above, this yields to exponential complexity. In addition, experimental results also show that the
proposed techniques cannot lower the number of database scans below 2, either. Other solutions are
based on additional preprocessing of data [AY98]. 

In order to tackle complexity, some strategies employ randomized algorithms [GMS97]. However, these
approaches are not complete, i.e. they do not guarantee that every frequent itemset will be returned.

Recently, solutions using also top-down search strategies were proposed, such as the MaxMiner algo-
rithm [Ba98] or PincerSearch [LK98] or MaxClique and MaxEclat [ZP+97]. However, although the
pruning strategies of these algorithms reduce the search complexity considerably as compared to Apri-
ori, they still involve multiple database passes or even preparatory phases. Our measurements [NRM99]
have shown that for these approaches the I/O costs alone exceed the overall costs of our algorithm.

 3 Search Strategy and Suppor t Evaluation
In our approach both generation of candidate itemsets as well as evaluation of corresponding supports
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are mutually entwined algorithms. In order to understand the search space optimizations, in this paper it
is sufficient to view the evaluation of given candidate itemsets as a primitive (database) operation, here
called the ECS (Evaluation of Candidate Supports) operator, with the following functionality: 

The input of the operator is a set of tuples of the form (itemset, item), defining a candidate itemset. The
output is constituted of the same set of tuples, supplemented with an additional attribute. This attribute
represents for each item of the itemset the support of the prefix that ends with that item.This strategy is
exemplified in Fig. 1 for the sample itemset 100, constituted of the items {10, 34,55}. An efficient and
resource-effective implementation of this basic functionality is proposed and evaluated in [NRM99].
This basic operation is completed by a search space strategy, called MFSSearch, that decides on the set,
sequence, and number of candidate itemsets that have to be processed in order to determine the MFS.
Obviously this strategy directly influences the overall computation and space complexity. In the next
section we introduce in a step-by-step manner our search strategy for itemset generation.

 4 Generation of the Candidate I temsets
In the following we describe the MFSSearch algorithm in detail. MFSSearch employs the functionali ty
of the ECS operator for candidate and prefix itemset support calculation.

Given an infrequent itemset X = {1,2,...,N-1,N}, in a top-down search it is necessary to test all of its sub-
sets of level N-1. This can be done by successively eliminating the items N-1, N-2,...1 from X. It is not
necessary to do this with item N, since X -{N} is a prefix whose support is implicitly evaluated together
with the support of X by the ECS operator. In the following, we will call the set of items needed to gen-
erate all unexplored subsets of level N-1 for a given itemset X the ElimList of X or EX. 

In this case EX = {1,2,...,N-1}. The subsets situated on the same level will be called siblings. However,
if this procedure of generating subsets by eliminating the first N-1 elements is applied recursively, dupli-
cates are generated. This follows from the following observation:

Observation: If X1 and X2 are two subsets of itemset X, obtained by eliminating two different items
from X, then X1 and X2 differ by only one item position. 

Suppose X1= {1,2,...,A,Z,B,...,N-1}, X2={1,2,...,A,Y,B,...,N-1}.

If this process is done recursively, one subset of X1 wil l be obtained by eliminating item Z:
X1Z ={1,2,...,A,B,...,N-1}. Similarly X2Y = {1,2,...,A,B,...,N-1} and X1Z = X2Y.

In order to avoid duplicate generation, if X2 is expanded after X1, the ElimList of X2 must not contain Y.
More generally, if the siblings X1, X2...,XN-1 are expanded successively, the ElimList of a given itemset
Xi must not contain any positions which differentiate this itemset from any of its siblings X1,..., Xi-1. This
can be done easily, if we decrease the original ElimList of X by one element in order to get the appropriate
ElimList for each subset generated. 

ECS

(itemset, item)
(100, 10)
(100, 34)
(100, 55)

(itemset, item, sup)
(100, 10, sup {10})
(100, 34, sup {10, 34})
(100, 55, sup {10, 34, 55})

Fig. 1: Functionality of the ECS operator for the itemset 100, containing items 10, 34 and 55
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Thus for X = {1,2,..., N-1, N} and EX = {1,2,...,N-1} we have the following sibling subsets and ElimLists: 

X1= {1,2,...,N-2,N}, E1 = {1,2,...,N-2},
X2= {1,2,...,N-3, N-1,N}, E2 = {1,2,...,N-3},
....
XN-1= {2,...,N-1, N}, EN-1 = .

Fig. 2 shows a search space generated by the MFSSearch algorithm after employing only the ElimList

technique described above, i.e. without any additional pruning as described later. We will call the subsets
expanded by an itemset itself direct subsets, while subsets expanded by a sibling are called cross subsets.

For instance {36} is a direct subset of {136}, while {16} is a cross subset of {136}, expanded by {126}. 

Based on the information given so far, we can now derive the following two basic properties.
Theorem 1: The ElimList method guarantees a full expansion of the search space without
duplicate generation.

As a conclusion, given a superset X on level N with the ElimList Ex and a subset Xi generated by elimi-
nating item N-i from X, the ElimList of Xi is {1, 2,..., N-i-1}. This method of successively decreasing the
ElimList for sibling subsets guarantees a complete and duplicate-free search space expansion.

Obviously, any subset of a frequent itemset is also frequent. Hence it is only necessary to expand the
direct subsets of a given itemset if this itemset is infrequent. We call this form of pruning Direct Top-
Down Pruning (DTDP). 

Theorem 2: The upper bound for the number of itemsets considered by the MFSSearch
algorithm for a finite item domain 1,2,..., N is 2N-1.

Thus, by employing this basic version of MFSSearch (ElimList technique and DTDP) the search com-
plexity has already been reduced by a magnitude of 2.

∅

123456
E={12345}

Level 6 Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

12346
E={1234}

1236
E={123}

126
E={12}

16
E={1}

6
E={}

26
E={}

136
E={1}

36
E={}

236
E={}

1246
E={12}

146
E={1}

46
E={}

246
E={}

1346
E={1}

346
E={}

2346
E={}

12356
E={123}

2356
E={}

356
E={}

1356
E={1}

256
E={}

56
E={}

156
E={1}

1256
E={12}

12456
E={12}

1456
E={1}

456
E={}

2456
E={}

3456
E={}

23456
E={}

13456
E={1}

Backward
exploration
direction

Forward
exploration 
direction

Fig. 2: Search space for frequent itemset evaluation over the finite item domain: 1,2,...,6.
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Sibling subsets can be explored either backward or forward, as marked in Fig.2 by arrows. The following
section will detail on that and a summary of all possible and meaningful combinations of the various
pruning and search strategies is given in Section 4.3 at the end of this chapter. 

4.1 Backward Exploration (BE) of I temsets

An important property for all backward-oriented strategies to be discussed below is given by the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 3: Given two itemsets X1 and X2, s.t. . In the BE scenario X1 will be pro-
cessed after X2.

4.1.1 Cross Top-Down Pruning

In this section, we are interested in finding out how a given frequent itemset can prune cross subsets as
well. In Fig. 2, if e.g. {1456} is frequent, direct top-down pruning eliminates {456}, but it is desirable to
prune the cross subsets {156} and {146} as well . We call this Cross Top-Down Pruning (CTDP). 

Theorem 4: Given a finite item domain 1,2,...,N-1,N. In the backward exploration any
itemset except itemset Z={N} is a superset of at least one itemset that is not expanded yet.

Hence, once an itemset is found frequent, it can prune its (direct and cross) subsets from exploration.
However, at a given moment, the search space consists of itemsets that are either a) expanded and
explored, b) expanded or c) unexpanded. The fully explored search space is given in Fig. 2. Evidently,
pruning can only affect category b) and c), i.e. not yet explored itemsets. Itemsets of category b) can be
pruned together with their direct subsets as soon as a frequent superset is found. However, it is not clear
how to prune itemsets of category c). In Fig. 2, if e.g. itemset X= {456} is found to be frequent, it can
prune itemsets {56}, {46} and {6}. However, these are itemsets on Level 2 and 1, none of which have
been expanded yet at the moment when X is explored. Thus, it is necessary to memorize X for itemsets
that have not yet been explored, if these itemsets can produce subsets of X. In this case, these are the
itemsets {12356} and {12346}. Such a set of relevant frequent itemsets, called FrequentSet, is logically
assigned to each itemset element, similarly to its ElimList. 

Theorem 5: The set of frequent itemsets F assigned to any candidate itemset contains only
maximal frequent itemsets.

Given a frequent itemset X and an expanded but unexplored itemset Y (category b), with Y having a direct
subset Z that is not expanded yet (i.e. of category c), s.t. Z is also a cross subset of X. Now the question
is how to prune the search space in order to avoid the evaluation of Z. 

Theorem 6: Given a frequent itemset X and an expanded but unexplored itemset Y, 
and the ElimList of Y being E. Y will expand a subset of X if 

. This will be further on referred to as Condition (1).

A relevant frequent itemset will be propagated to lower levels only if this condition is fulfilled.

Example 1: If the itemset X= {456} is frequent, it will be included in the FrequentSet of the expanded
but unexplored itemsets {12356} and {12346} that also satisfy Condition (1). When these itemsets are
explored, they wil l further propagate X only to the subsets {1256}, {1246} and {1236} on Level 4. This
process continues and leads finally to the pruning of the itemsets {56}, {46} and {6}. ❑ 

4.1.2 Bottom-Up Pruning

Bottom-up pruning (BUP) uses the property that if a subset of an itemset in the search space is found
infrequent, it is no longer necessary to explore that itemset as it is infrequent anyway. According to The-

X1 X2⊆

X Y⊄

y y Y y X∉,∈{ } E⊂
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orem 3, in the BE scenario an itemset can never be a subset of an itemset that is expanded later. Thus, an
entire itemset can never be used for BUP. However, by processing an itemset via the ECS operator, the
supports of all prefixes are implicitly calculated as well. Thus, we can use infrequent prefixes for BUP.
Definition 1: Given an itemset X = {1,2,...,N-1,N} with prefixes X1 = {1},...,XN ={1,2,...,N-1,N}

The maximal infrequent prefix (MIP) of X is , if X is frequent { Xi, s.t. Xi infrequent and Xj frequent, j < i.

Thus, an early termination condition for the processing of an itemset X via the ECS operator is finding
the maximal infrequent prefix of X. 

Example 2: Given a minimal support of 10 and X={2,3,4,5,6}. Assume that the following supports have
been calculated: sup{2} = 88, sup{2,3} = 51, sup{2,3,4} = 9, sup{2,3,4,5} = 7, sup{2,3,4,5,6} = 1. Thus
the MIP of X is {2,3,4} with the corresponding support 9. Once this prefix is found, it is not necessary to
probe the remaining elements of X, namely 5 and 6, as at this point it is known that X is infrequent. ❑

With top-down pruning as described in the previous section, once a superset of an itemset X has been
found frequent, we could prune X together with all its direct subsets, as they are also all frequent. This
is not always possible in BUP. More precisely, if a subset Y of an itemset X is found infrequent, we can
prune X, but not all direct subsets of X, as they might not include Y.

Example 3: Assuming that in the backward exploration from Fig. 2, the MIP of itemset {23456} is found
to be {23}, also {12356} is infrequent and can be pruned. However, from its direct subsets only {2356}

contains {23}, while the others still have to be explored. ❑
Theorem 7: In bottom-up pruning, a maximal infrequent prefix X can prune an itemset Y
in the search space together with its direct subsets if  and ElimListY doesn’t contain
any items from X. We will further refer to this as Condition (2).

Example 4: Suppose that in the backward exploration from Fig. 2, the MIP of itemset {456} is found to
be {4}. In this case, {4} can prune the whole branch rooted at {1246} since the ElimList of this item is
{12} and thus every direct subset also includes {4}. ❑

Similar to top-down pruning, in order to incorporate also unexpanded itemsets in the BUP, it is necessary
to keep a set of infrequent itemsets that are relevant for the direct subsets of a given itemset X, called IFX.

A given prefix can be evaluated multiple times, within different itemsets. 
Theorem 8: Given a finite item domain 1,2,...,N. In the BE scenario the last time a prefix
P={P0, P1,..., Pn} is evaluated is within the itemset X={P0, P1,..., Pn, N} .

We will further refer to the prefix X \ {N} of an itemset X as PMaxX. From Theorem 8 results that given
an infrequent itemset X, its maximal infrequent prefix MIP can only be a subset of an itemset that is not
explored yet if |MIP| < |X| - 1. We will further call this formula Condition (3).
Indeed if |MIP| = |X| - 1, then MIP = PMaxX and according to Theorem 8 this prefix wil l not be
expanded further on. 

Example 5: If the MIP of itemset X={456} is {45}, there is no sense to perform bottom-up pruning with
this prefix, as it is not included in any itemset still to be explored. ❑

Another important result of Theorem 8 is that if |MIP| = |X|, the prefix PMaxX is also a maximal frequent
itemset. We will this formula Condition (4) in the algorithm description given in the appendix.

Indeed, from X = {1, 2,..., N} and X is infrequent and |MIP| = |X|, i.e. MIP = X, results that PMaxX= {1,
2,...,N-1} is frequent. According to Theorem 8, there is no other itemset in the search space still to be
explored that includes PMaxX. On the other hand, there is also no other superset of PMaxX explored ear-
lier that has been found frequent, as in this case X would have been eliminated by top-down pruning.
From this results that PMaxX is a maximal frequent itemset.

∅

X Y⊂
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Fig. 3 shows the reduction of the search space through the pruning techniques presented so far. In Fig.
3a the frequent set X3 prunes its direct subsets as well as its cross subsets expanded by X1 and X2. In Fig.
3b the infrequent prefix Z prunes both itemset X as well as subsets of X that satisfy Condition 2. 

4.2 Forward Exploration (FE) of I temsets

From Theorem 3 results that in the FE scenario, an itemset A can be a subset of an itemset B that will be
explored later. If both A and B are found frequent, A cannot be a MFI. Thus, contrary to BE, in the FE
scenario it is possible to generate also frequent itemsets that are not maximal. Hence it is necessary to
have some filter mechanisms that return only MFIs. This can be realized by e.g. explicitly maintaining
a set of maximal frequent itemsets throughout the exploration. Once a frequent itemset X is found, it is
added to this list and eventual subsets of X have to be eliminated, if existing. Thus, at the end of the algo-
rithm the set contains the MFS only. 

Similar techniques are used also in [Ba98, LK98]. The disadvantage of this approach is that in this way
the maximal frequent itemsets can only be returned when the whole search space exploration is finished.
More precisely, if FE is realized within the database engine, this would yield a blocking boundary, as all
input has to be processed before the first output tuple, i.e. MFI, is delivered. In the BE scenario this is
not necessary, since once an itemset is found to be frequent, it can immediately be returned, as Theorem
3 guarantees that it is also maximal.

We will further concentrate on pruning possibilities for the FE scenario. DTDP can be realized in the
same way as described for BE. However, according to Theorem 3, in the FE scenario no itemset explored
at a given time has cross subsets that are expanded later. Hence, CTDP is not applicable at all.

4.2.1 Bottom-Up Pruning

In the FE scenario, either entire itemsets or maximal infrequent prefixes can be used for BUP. However,
contrary to BE, if we use entire itemsets for pruning, we cannot simply discard an itemset from explora-
tion if one of its subsets is found infrequent. As shown in Section 4.1.2, each itemset X in the search space
stands in reality for two itemsets, namely X and PMaxX = X \ {N}. If we find an itemset Y = {Y0, Y1,...,
N} to be infrequent and , we can discard X from evaluation, but we still have to evaluate PMaxX,
as this itemset is not a superset of Y. Only if , X can be totally discarded from evaluation. 

X1 X2 X3 = frequent
Direct Subsets of X3

Cross Subsets of X3

Cross Top Down Pruning

Direct Top Down Pruning 

Fig. 3: Pruning strategies in backward exploration scenar io

Backward Exploration

Prefix Y = Z = infrequent

X (includes Z)

a) Top-Down Pruning

Bottom-Up Pruning
(Infrequent Sets)

b) Bottom-Up Pruning

Backward Exploration

Y X⊂
N Y∉
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Example 6: If in the forward exploration from Fig. 2 itemset {246} is infrequent, it can prune {12456}

from evaluation, but it is still necessary to evaluate its prefix {1245}. However if the MIP of {246} is
{24}, {1245} is infrequent and can be pruned as well. ❑

In the backward evaluation scenario, we don’t have to consider this problem, because as shown in Sec-
tion 4.1.2, only maximal infrequent prefixes can be used for BUP. Please note that the MFSSearch algo-
rithm for both the backward and forward exploration scenarios is given in the appendix.

4.3 Summary 
As detailed in the previous sections and shown in Fig. 3, the following pruning techniques have been
developed for efficient generation of maximal frequent itemsets:

• Direct Top-Down Pruning (DTDP) prunes the direct subsets of an itemset X. The technique
ensures that these subsets will only be expanded and explored if X is infrequent. DTDP is applicable
to both backward and forward exploration strategies.

• Cross Top-Down Pruning (CTDP) ensures that unexplored cross subsets of frequent itemsets are
eliminated from exploration. CTDP makes use of a list of relevant frequent itemsets assigned to
each expanded itemset, called FrequentSet, that is propagated selectively towards not yet explored
subsets. It is only applicable to the BE scenario.

• Bottom-Up Pruning (BUP) eliminates supersets of infrequent itemsets from exploration. Analo-
gously to CTDP, BUP makes use of a list of relevant infrequent itemsets. BUP is applicable to both
exploration strategies. However, a tailoring to the associated strategy has to be provided.

A summarization of the pruning techniques and their application to BE and FE is given in Table 1.

 5 Per formance evaluation
For the performance evaluation of the MFSSearch algorithm we have used the MIDAS database proto-
type [BJ+96]. We have validated our approach using a 100 MB database, running on a SUN-ULTRA1

Table 1 Summarizing of the pruning techniques employed by the MFSSearch algorithm

Backward Exploration (BE) Forward Exploration (FE)

DTDP (X=Frequent) • prunes direct subsets of X • prunes direct subsets of X

CTDP (X=Frequent) • adds X to FrequentSet(Z), if Z ex-
pands a subset of X (Cond. 1)

• prunes Y and its direct subsets, if

• not applicable

BUP (X=Infrequent) • only possible if X is not an entire
itemset (Cond. 3)

• if , prunes Y; 

direct subsets of Y are pruned only

if Cond. 2 satisfied;
else adds X to InfrequentSet(Y)

• if , but , prunes only Y

direct subsets of Y are pruned only if
Cond. 2 satisfied;
else adds X to InfrequentSet(Y)

• if , prunes also PMaxy

Y X⊂

X Y⊂

X Y⊂ X PMax
Y

⊄

X PMax
Y

⊂
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workstation with a 143 MHz Ultra Sparc processor. The item domain considered is from 1 to 7, contained
in 67.806 transactions. In Fig. 4 we have shown the times that are necessary to derive the entire MFS for
both the backward as well as forward exploration scenarios and varying supports. 

As results from Fig. 4a, BE is more efficient for lower supports. The reason for this is that in this case
we have a large number of long MFIs that can be used for top-down pruning. However, in the FE sce-
nario, CTDP is not possible. In contrast, in the domain of higher supports and implicitly large number of
infrequent itemsets BUP is most effective. In this case FE is slightly better than BE, resulting from the
fact that in the BE scenario only prefixes can be used for BUP. In order to compare these performances
with the Apriori algorithm that is the basis of most bottom-up approaches, we have also presented the
time that is necessary to perform the multiple database scans specific to this algorithm. Please note that
this curve doesn’t comprise any CPU costs that are also inherent to the Apriori algorithm. As can be seen
in Fig. 4a, both variants of the MFSSearch processing scheme show a performance that is orders of mag-
nitude better than the Apriori algorithm.

As shown in [NRM99] MFSSearch outperforms also solutions using top-down search strategies [Ba98,
LK98, ZP+97] as well. This result is also influenced by the fact that in contrast to other approaches,
MFSSearch reduces I/O costs by accessing the database only selectively, corresponding to the current
search space status.

When integrated into the database engine, we expect that the BE scenario achieves generally the best
performance. This results on one hand from the fact that it yields a non-blocking processing, hence rapid
response times. On the other hand, this strategy combines both pruning strategies to achieve an efficient
reduction of the search space for any support values, as shown in the following.

A detailed analysis on the effectiveness of the different pruning techniques for the BE scenario is given
in Fig. 4b. Obviously, top-down pruning is most effective for lower supports, where large maximal fre-
quent itemsets can prune several subsets, these being also frequent. Starting with a support of 20-25%,
DTDP does not come to application at all. As for CTDP this point is reached with a support of ca. 50%.
BUP is most effective with higher supports. The reason for this is that the higher the support, the more
infrequent itemsets are found, that in turn can prune their supersets. The bottom curve in Fig. 4b shows
that the best performance is achieved by the combination of all three pruning techniques. This leads to
overall response times that are only proportional to the volume of maximal frequent itemsets. Addition-
ally, in contrast to randomized algorithms, from Theorem 1 results that MFSSearch is also complete.

Fig. 4: Effectiveness of pruning 
a) b)
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 6 Conclusions
We have presented a processing scheme for the generation of the maximal frequent sets that employs a
new operator, called ECS. This scheme avoids expensive database scans and thus drastically reduces the
I/O costs as compared to conventional data mining algorithms. Only itemsets that are not supersets of
any known infrequent itemsets or subsets of any known frequent itemsets are considered. As a result, the
number of candidate itemsets considered is proportional only to the actual number of maximal frequent
itemsets. Hence, the algorithm is also applicable for large item domains. Another possibili ty is to use
MFSSearch for hybrid solutions as well , e.g. to restrict the considered item domain by means of sampling
[FS+98]. MFSSearch is complete in the sense that it guarantees that all MFIs are derived. By using our
candidate generation algorithm with a backward exploration of itemsets, any frequent itemset found is
also a MFI. Thus it can immediately be returned to the user, yielding a non-blocking execution and thus
short response times. The underlying theory and its applicability to MFSSearch was the focus of this
paper. Another paper [NRM99] details on how the entire processing scheme, i.e. ECS operator combined
with MFSSearch, can be efficiently integrated into a database engine, thus being able to make profit of
all forms of query execution optimizations, including parallelization [NRM99]. 
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Appendix

Proof to Theorem 1: Obviously, for an itemset on level N all subsets of level N-1 are generated
if its ElimList contains all N elements. It is not necessary to expand its prefix of length N-1
since it is implicitly evaluated through ECS. Hence, it is sufficient to include the first N-1
elements into the ElimList.Consider a superset X on level N with the ElimList EX =
{1,2,...,N-1} and the sibling subsets (on level N-1) X1, X2,..., XN-1. In this case, subset Xi is
generated by eliminating item N-i from X, s.t. Xi = X - {N-i}. In this case we will demon-
strate that any item y in the ElimList of Xi, s.t. y > N-i, generates only a duplicate subset on
level N-2. 
This subset, named e.g. Xi,N-y, is obtained by eliminating y from Xi: 
Xi,N-y = Xi - {y} = X - {N-i, y}. 
On the other hand, there exists a sibling of Xi, called XN-y such that XN-y = X - {y}. Since
y > N-i, results that XN-y has been expanded before Xi and that the ElimList of XN-y also con-
tains N-i. Results that XN-y has already expanded a subset XN-y,i on level N-2 such that 
XN-y,i = XN-y - {N-i} = X - {y, N-i}. 
Thus, Xi,N-y = Xi,N-y and Xi,N-y is expanded after Xi,N-y. Results that Xi,N-y is a duplicate.�

Proof to Theorem 2: Assume that all i temsets are expanded. In the top-down search, this process
is done from higher levels to lower ones. The total number of elements on level i is .
However, not all of these elements need to be expanded, as some of them have already been
processed as prefixes in level i+1. Thus, the elements that need to be expanded on level i
is  - .
Hence, for N items, the number of expanded itemsets is given by:

+( - )+( - + )+...+( - + +...+ (-1)N-1 )=

=  +  +...+ , for N odd or  +  +... +  for N even =

= 2N-1.�
Proof to Theorem 3: By successively reducing the size of the ElimList as described in the Expand

procedure, the direct subsets of an itemset X are only those that have not been expanded
before by another sibling. From the nature of top-down processing, the direct subsets of an
itemset X wil l be processed after X. The cross subsets are related to siblings of X that are
expanded before X. As in the backward processing siblings are processed in the opposite
order than they are expanded, results that also these cross subsets of X will be processed
after X. �

Proof to Theorem 4: For the domain 1,2,...,N-1,N, the last itemset to be expanded is itemset
Z={N}. However, Z is a subset of any itemset in the search space. �

Proof to Theorem 5: Assume  and , From Theorem 3 follows that X1 will
be processed later than X2. But X2 is already frequent, from which results that it prunes X1,
so that X1 cannot be also included in F. Contradiction. �

Proof to Theorem 6: As presented at the beginning of this section, the subsets of Y are obtained
by eliminating elements of E from Y. If there is one element , so that

, results that y will be present in all direct subsets of Y. Follows that all subsets of Y
contain one element that is not included in X. Thus they cannot be subsets of X. �

Proof to Theorem 7: The direct subsets of Y are obtained by eliminating elements of ElimListY
from Y. From X is included in Y, and ElimListY doesn’t contain any elements from X, results
that all direct subsets of Y also contain X. Since X is infrequent, these direct subsets can also
be pruned. �

Proof to Theorem 8: Assume that there exists an itemset Y={P0, P1,..., Pn, Pn+1,...,N} that is
expanded after X. But , s.t. according to Theorem 3, X must be expanded after Y.
Contradiction. �
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The MFSSearch algor ithm for the backward exploration scenar io:

MFSSearch algorithm for a finite item domain 1,2,...,N
1. X := {1,2,...,N}; EX := {1,2,...,N-1}; FX := ; IFX := ,
2. get MIP, sup from ECS(X) 
3. if (sup < minsup) // X infrequent, MIP = PMax
4. if (|MIP| < |X| - 1) // Condition (3)
5.  := ; // Propagate Relevant Infrequent Itemset

6. else if (|MIP| = |X|) // Condition (4)
7. return X \ {N}; // X \ {N} Maximal Frequent Itemset 
8. Expand(X, EX, FX, IFX);

Expand(Itemset X, ElimList E, FrequentSet F, InfrequentSet IF)
1. for each i = 1, n-1 (n = size of ElimList)
2. Xi := X \ {en-i};
3. if ( )
4. Xi := ; // Cross Top-Down Pruning
5. else 
6. Ei := E \ {en-i, ..., en-1};
7. Fi := ; IFi := ;
8. for each 
9. if condition (1) // Condition (1)
10.  := ; // Propagate Relevant Frequent Itemsets

11. for each , 
12. if condition (2) // Condition (2)
13. Xi := ; // Bottom-Up Pruning affecting also direct subsets 
14. else 
15. Mark Xi as infrequent; // Bottom-Up Pruning affecting only the itemset
16.  := ; // Propagate Relevant Infrequent Itemsets

17. for each , i := n-1, 1 // Backward Exploration
18. if 
19. get MIP, sup from ECS(Xi) 
20. if (sup < minsup) // Xi infrequent, MIP 
21. if (|MIP| < |Xi| - 1) // Condition (3)
22. BottomUp (MIP);
23. else if (|MIP| = |Xi|) // Condition (4)
24. return Xi \ {N}; // Xi \ {N} Maximal Frequent Itemset 
25. Expand(Xi, Ei, Fi, IFi);
26. else 
27. CrossTopDown(Xi);
28. return Xi; // Maximal Frequent Itemset
29. else Expand(Xi, Ei, Fi, IFi);

CrossTopDown (Frequent_Itemset X)
1. for each candidate Y, Y expanded but unexplored
2.  if condition (1)
3.  := ;

BottomUp(Infrequent_Itemset I)
1. for each candidate Y, Y expanded but unexplored
2. if 
3.  if condition (2)
4. Y:= ; // prune Y together with its direct subsets
5. else 
6. Mark Y as Infrequent; // prune only Y
7.  := ; // propagate I to be taken into account for subsets of Y

As can be seen from MFSSearch, the procedure Expand is used to address both pruning and search strat-
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egies within the given search space.

The Expand procedure adapted to the forward exploration scenar io:

Expand(Itemset X, ElimList E, InfrequentSet IF)
1. for each i = 1, n-1 (n = size of ElimList)
2. Xi := X \ {en-i};
3. Ei := E \ {en-i, ..., en-1};
4. IFi := ;
5. for each , 
6. if condition (2)
7. Xi := ; // Bottom-Up Pruning affecting also direct subsets 
8. else 
9. Mark Xi as infrequent; // Bottom-Up Pruning affecting only the itemset
10. if // prune also PMax of Xi

11. Mark  as Infrequent;

12.  := ; // Propagate Relevant Infrequent Itemsets

13. for each , i := 1, n-1 // Forward Exploration

14. if // probe Xi
15. get MIP, sup from ECS(Xi); 
16. if (sup < minsup) // Xi infrequent, MIP = PMax 
17. BottomUp (MIP);
18.  if (|MIP| = |Xi|) // condition (4)
19. UpdateMFS(Xi \ {N}); // Xi \ {N} Frequent Itemset 
20. Expand(Xi, Ei, IFi);
21. else 
22. UpdateMFS(Xi); // Xi Frequent Itemset
23. else 
24. if // probe PMax of Xi
25. get MIP, sup from ECS(Xi \ {N});
26. if (sup > minsup)  
27. UpdateMFS(Xi \ {N}); // Xi \ {N} Frequent Itemset
28. Expand(Xi, Ei, IFi);

UpdateMFS(Frequent_Itemset X)
1. for each  
2. if Y is a subset of X 
3. eliminate Y;
4.  := ;

BottomUp(Infrequent Itemset I)
1. for each candidate Y, Y expanded but unexplored
2. if 
3.  if condition (2)
4. Y:= ; // prune Y together with its direct subsets
5. else 
6. Mark Y as Infrequent; // prune only Y
7. if 

8. Mark PMaxY as Infrequent; // prune also PMaxY
9.  := ; // propagate I to be taken into account for subsets of Y
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